
●● High collection efficiency 
by individual needle felt 
bags

●● Wide range of filtersizes, 
applicable for air volumes 
from 5000 to 150.000 
m3/h

●● Continuous operation, 
because on-line pulse jet 
bag cleaning

●● Wide choice of filtermedia
for many applications

B E T T E

FabriPulse® B
Pulse jet fabric dust collector

Application
FabriPulse Model B can be used in
applications in which dust and gas
conditions allow dry collection. This
could be nuisance venting, product
collection oe as an integral part of a
process in, for example, the chemical,
fertilizer, cement, coal, foundry, steel,
food, woodo or pharmaceutical
industries.

Description
The standard FabriPulse B unit contains
filter bags which are 12 ft (3360mm)
long. The size of the filter bags is
indicated by the first two digits of the
size designation in the table overleaf. The
second part of the number indicates the
number of bags. The unit can be
modified to handle air volumes from
5000 to 150,000 m3/h and a wide range
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t Location
usings inlet is recommended for light

dust. Because the dust-laden airflow is
downward, it helps the migration of
particles dislodged from the bags during
cleaning into the hopper. Hopper inlet is
recommended for higher concentrations
and heavy dust particles. In this case the
hopper functions as a pre-collector.

Pressure Switch
Cleaning on filter pressure drop by
means of a pressure switch instead of a
timer.

Split Bag Cages
To allow bag removal in low ceiling areas.

10 ft (3050mm) Long Bags
In case a lower unit is requred



AAF has a policy of continuous product research and improvement and reserves the right to change design and
specifications without notice.
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Dimensions

Housing Inlet

Hopper Inlet
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